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 Total of ~1500 galaxies with Hα detection, + [NII], [SII] 
~1/3 with J-band follow up (Hβ + [OIII]), no continuum (!) 

@SUBARU 



Program	 Nights	awarded	 Clear	

Silverman	 30	 25	

Sanders	 30	 19	

Zahid/Kewley	 8	 1	

Hasinger/Suh	 5	 2	

Total:	 73	 47	

 
 Total of ~1500 galaxies with Hα detection, + [NII], [SII] 
~1/3 with J-band follow up (Hβ + [OIII]), no continuum (!) 

@SUBARU 
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A sample of 200 IR luminous Herschel + Spitzer sources at 1.4<z<1.7 

Target selection for z=1.6 star-forming galaxies 



FMOS-COSMOS Success Rate on z~1.6 SF Galaxies 

The FMOS-COSMOS success rate  
(=Hα detected/observed) was ~50% 
Some 30% of Hα lines were blocked by the OH 
suppression mask or fell in the gap between the 
J and H bands. So, apart from this, the actual 
success rate was ~70%. 
 
 
Morale: even if MOONS will be ~30x better than 
FMOS (in terms of total grasp), OH glow and 
atmospheric transmission may prevent MOONS 
from reaching a success rate well above ~80%, 
though R=4000 should help. 

Kashino et al. (arxiv:1812.01529) 
 



FMOS-COSMOS in a Nutshell 

~30% of the photons die  
on the OH suppressor mask 
 

Resolution R ~ 3000                       
Integration time: 5h or more           
400 fibers (200 targets, 200 sky, 
                  nodding) 
Max throughput ~7% 

Filling the desert 



FMOS-COSMOS in a Nutshell 



(Silverman+18) 

Herschel starburst followed-up with FMOS 

ALMA CO(5-4) 



Some Useful Experience of NIR-MOS with the 
Subaru Telescope 

Aperture correction for z~1.6 SF galaxies   
in the 1.2 arcsec fibers as from  the            
FMOS-COSMOS Survey  

(PI J. Silverman) 

 

Morale: median loss: 3/4 of a magnitude (!) 

Beware of it before using MOONS’ ETC 

From Kashino et al.  (arxiv:1812.01529) 



MOONS vs its FMOS Pathfinder 

Grasp: mutiplex x throughput x spectral coverage 
               2.4             x      4                x        3       =~30 times FMOS! 
 
x another factor of ~1.2 for twice the resolution = ~36 x FMOS!! 
 
So, 200 MOONS GTO nights = ~7,000 FMOS Nights 



Passive Galaxies at z~1.6 with MOIRCS@Subaru 
l  S/N per angstrom with ~8h integration with MOIRCS w/ R=500 

From Onodera et all. (2012, 2015)                     Note: MOIRCS is a multislit MOS 

Morale: NO REDSHIFTS for passive galaxies Fainter than H_AB > 21.5 



MOIRCS' Throughput 

l  Peak throughput  with R=500 is ~30%, comparable to MOONS 



Stacking 25 z~1.6 Passive Galaxies 
l  Equivalent to 200h integration on objects brighter than H_AB=21.5 

Onodera et al (2015) 

Morale: absorption-line science (ages, metallicities, α-elements) basically on stacks (!) 



From FMOS to MOONS 
Lessons learned from 47 Clear Subaru Nights 
FMOS-COSMOS: a near-IR spectroscopic survey@Subaru 

l  Start filling the redshift desert 1.4<z<1.8   
l  Getting ISM metallicities from emission lines 
l  Physics of the ISM via BPT, [SII] and the like 
l  Compare MS Outliers (starbursts) to MS “Liers” 

l  LSS, Groups, density map + zCOSMOS 
l  ALMA Follow-up 
l  MOONS Pathfinder 


